Parkside Baptist Church Constitution ReviewExplanatory NotesIntroductory CommentsThe world is changing around us, and that fact has prompted us to propose a far-reaching set of changes to the constitution. The existing constitution has served us well for many years, but it increasingly dated, and out of touch with emerging realities.The following comments attempt to demystify some of the constitution elements that might seem difficult to make sense of.Definitions and InterpretationsSpecial resolutions - require a 75% majority by law, and impose special requirements about the notification period and type of notice that are required before a special resolution can be put to members. Special resolutions are only required for constitutional change, but we have proposed it elsewhere as well in some cases (e.g. appointment of pastors). Special resolutions carry extra weight when they are used.Why include Foundational Values, and why this particular set?Foundational Values protect the church by requiring members to adhere to a common set of values. The Foundational Values included in our constitution are borrowed from the Foundational Values of Baptist Churches S.A.AffiliationIs it possible that it could constrain us to requiring that the church be a member of Baptist Churches of South Australia Incorporated? No. If we ever came to believe that Baptist Churches of South Australia Incorporated no longer reflected our beliefs, we could simply remove this requirement from the constitution.Membership“In addition any person desiring to become a Member agrees to be bound the rules as set out in this Constitution” (and preceding clauses). People sometimes change. A person no longer adhering to the qualifications of membership listed here ceases to be eligible for membership.Application to become a MemberWe haven’t previously required formal ID before accepting a person for membership. However such a requirement is a standard requirement for many organisations, and it has become increasingly important in an era where people may have mixed motives for joining an organisation that works closely with children.Provision is made for a membership application to be denied by Church Council. This allows for situations where Church Council is aware of an issue that need not be communicated to the membership as a whole.Special General Members' MeetingsMembers have the right to call meetings if they perceive a need and provided a large enough proportion of the members concur.Proxy VotesAbsentee votes can be of limited value since they become invalid if the motion advertised in advance is amended for any reason. For that reason, provision is made for proxy voting. To avoid a single individual accumulating too many votes, a Member can only hold the proxy for one other Member. REMOVAL OF MEMBERS - Absent without NoticeThe new constitution provides a simple way to revise the membership roll (automatic revision after the Member is absent for 3 AGMs) while also providing opportunities for this provision to be overridden (e.g. for missionaries or other members on short-term or medium-term assignment interstate or overseas).REMOVAL OF MEMBERS - Expulsion of a MemberExpulsion of a member for the reasons listed is not automatic—discretion is allowed for (Church Council “may” resolve to expel the Member).Note that natural justice is required by law when terminating membership. Details of the reason for the expulsion would not normally be exposed to Members. If, however, a member wishes to appeal the expulsion, they have the right to do so, with the awareness that issues will need to be aired at a Member’s meeting in order for Members to make a meaningful decision on the appeal.THE PASTORATEA Baptist Churches SA moderator may be called upon, but is not required.Appointment to Church CouncilOne person cannot hold multiple positions of office.In keeping with principles of good governance, a member of the Pastoral staff cannot hold office.ELDERSHIPThe expectation is that the Eldership will operate by consensus. If that breaks down, an Elder has the right to refer the matter to the Members via Church Council.Term of AppointmentFor both Church Council and Elders, a 6 year term limit is being proposed, with a 2 year break. There are a number of reasons for introducing this:Encouraging the development of gifts across a broader proportion of the congregationEnsuring that Members do not develop a sense of entitlement with respect to a position of authorityGiving an opportunity from time to time for leaders to be refreshed in the perspective of those ‘not in the know’Giving those serving faithfully over long periods an opportunity for a well-earned breakCasual Vacancy on the EldershipCasual vacancies are essential for Church Council roles to ensure smooth continuity of governance. By contrast, the number of Eldership positions is intentionally flexible, and there is no required minimum or maximum number of vacancies to be filled.USE OF PROPERTY & BUILDINGSThese provisions provide practical guidelines for the appropriate use of Church facilities.
